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τ -Synopses is a system designed to provide a run-time environment for remote execution of various
synopses for relational databases. Our work introduces theτ -xSynopses, a system designed to support
remote execution of synopses for XML databases. Theτ -xSynopses system extends the design and the
implementation of theτ -Synopses, enabling a single environment for managing synopses for both XML
and relational databases. The system enables easy registration of new synopses from remote platforms, after
which the system can manage these synopses, including triggering their construction, rebuild and update,
and invoking them for approximate query processing. The system can also serve as a research platform for
experimental evaluation and comparison of different synopses.

1 User Scenario

The aim of this section is to guide a user through the different capabilities of theτ -xSynopses system. Per-
forming all the described actions in the order they appear below will provide the user with full introduction
to the system.

We will demonstrate:(i) how to define a data source;(ii) how to register and run remote synopses;
(iii) how to construct query workloads;(iv) how users can execute approximate queries on synopses (of
unavailable data source);(v) how to use the benchmark mode for performance comparison between two
XML synopses techniques.
System Login: Execute the provided framework client (Synopsis.Client.exe). Login to the system (please
contact us for the login registration and for the Server URL), see Figure 1

Figure 1: Login screen

The system loads the administration module where navigation tree is available, see Figure 2. There are
two additional operational modes - Query and Benchmark. Switching between these modes is performed
through the three mode buttons that always appear at the top of the screen.
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Figure 2: Administration Module

1.1 Administration Execution Mode

Data Sources:

1. To define new data source, select ’Data Sources’ node, right click with the mouse and select the Add
menu option. New node is added to the ’Data Sources’ administration node.

2. Select this node and edit the data source - Figure 3.

- For XML data source, set the ’Type’ input field to ’XML’.

- Type the full path for the XML document file in the ’XML File’ input field or browse to select
the file.

3. Press ’Save’ button to save the input data.

Synopses:

1. To define new synopsis, select ’Synopses’ node, right click with the mouse and select the Add menu
option. New node is added to the ’Synopses’ administration node.

2. Select this node and configure the synopsis - Figure 4.

- For XML data source, set the ’Kind’ input field to ’XML’.

- Choose the desired XML data source in the ’Data’ input field.

- Fill in the location information of the remote synopsis - the server address and the listener port.
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3. Press ’Save’ button to save the configuration.

Workloads:

1. To construct a workload, select ’Workloads’ node, right click with the mouse and select the Add menu
option. New node is added to the ’Workloads’ administration node.

2. Select this node and configure the workload parameters - Figure 5.

- For XML workload, set the ’Type’ input field to ’XML XPath Query’.

- Choose the desired XML data source in the ’Data’ input field.

- Fill in the workload construction parameters.

3. Press ’Save’ button to save the configuration.

4. Press ’Build’ button to invoke workload construction for the specified data source. The workload is
constructed by the system and saved in the database for future use.

5. The XPath expressions of the constructed workload can be viewed by saving the workload to a file -
press ’save to File’ button and choose file location.

1.2 Synopses Evaluation

The system supplies the capability to test and compare different synopses that are registered in the system.
The Query execution mode provides the user with the ability to evaluate single synopsis at a time, figure 6
depicts the Query mode UI. The Benchmark mode enables multiple synopses evaluation over pre-defined
workloads and their comparison using visual display. The user interface for the benchmark mode is depicted
in figure 7.

1.2.1 Query Execution Mode

Enter the Query execution mode by pressing the ”Queries” button at the top of the screen.
Building the Synopsis:

1. When evaluating single synopsis, you have first to invoke its construction. In the administration mode,
choose the node of the synopsis to test.

2. Set the desired size of the synopsis and the training workload (if required).

3. Press ’Save’ to save the settings and then press ’Build’, see Figure 4.

4. At this point the remote synopsis agent must be available at the location that was configured for this
synopsis. See further instructions how to integrate your synopses with the remote synopses host. After
the connection to the remote synopsis is established and the synopsis is built, the system is ready for
processing user queries or predefined workloads.

Querying the Synopsis:In the Query mode, choose the synopsis to evaluate among the list of registered
synopses. There are two possible ways to query the synopsis - the custom query (the upper part of the Query
mode screen) and the workload queries (the beneath part), see Figure 6.

Custom Query. When the chosen synopsis is of XML type, the input field for query XPath expression
is available. Insert a valid XPath expression and press ’Query’ button. The system will send the query to
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the remote synopsis and display the returned estimation of path selectivity. The system will also process the
query over the XML document that underly the synopsis and will display real selectivity.

Workload Queries. The selected synopsis can be also queried with a predefined workload. A workload
can be either chosen among the predefined workloads or it can be loaded from external file, such file can be
created by saving a workload to a file (see workload instructions). Choose a workload for the same XML
data source as the synopsis data source. Press the ’Run’ button to evaluate the workload. The system will
send the workload queries to the remote synopsis and display the returned results in the ’Workload Results’
graph where each point reflects the returned value for a query. The system will also process the workload
queries over the XML document that underly the synopsis and will display the real selectivities. The average
relative error of synopsis evaluation will be displayed above the results graph.

Note that the synopsis must be pre-constructed before being queried - see ’Building the Synopsis’ para-
graph.

1.2.2 Benchmark Execution Mode

The Benchmark mode enables multiple synopses evaluation over pre-defined workloads and their compari-
son using visual display. The user interface for the benchmark mode is depicted in figure 7.

1. Enter the Benchmark execution mode by pressing the ”Benchmark” button at the top of the screen.

2. Select one or more synopses to test, each of them should be defined for the same XML data source.

3. Choose a training workload (if needed for construction of these synopses) and a test workload to be
evaluated. The workloads should be for the same data source as the synopses.

4. Set the sizes of synopses to be constructed and evaluated against the workload. Set the minimum size,
the maximum size and the step size, all the sizes are in bytes. The system will invoke construction of
(max−min)/step synopses of each type. Note, in the benchmark mode there is no mean to the size
specified in the synopsis configuration (administration mode).

5. When all the benchmark data is configured press the ’Execute’ button.

6. After all the synopses are constructed and evaluated (it may take some time) the system calculates the
accuracy of the different synopses using several error metrics. MSE (mean square error), MRE (mean
relative error) and MAXRE (maximum relative error) performance measurements are depicted in the
results graph, switch between the graph tabs to see the errors.

This mode provides an effective way to compare the performance of different synopses.

1.3 Integrating Remote Synopsis

For integration purposes, a synopsis has to implement a simple interface, regardless of its internal implemen-
tation. Figure 8 shows the interfaces required for the basic functionality. The synopsis should implement
the Build, Update and Query interface methods.

Implement your synopsis in any language of your choice. Integrate with the remote synopses host in
one of the following ways, depending on the platform on which the synopsis runs:

a. Win32 platform: write a wrapper class named ExternalSynopsis that will support the remote synopsis
interface presented at internal implementation. Compile it as a DLL.

b. Others: Supply a Web-Service interface that implements a remote synopsis interface.
Next instructions are for the Win32 platform.
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1. A light-weight host is provided by the system - RemoteHost.exe.

2. Copy your compiled synopsis to RemoteHost.exe directory.

3. Execute RemoteHost.exe and select a desired port, see Figure 9.

4. Configure the synopsis location in the administration module ofτ -xSynopses system. Your synopsis
is ready for use through the system.
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Figure 3: Data Source Edit Mode
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Figure 4: Synopsis Configuration Mode
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Figure 5: Workload Configuration Mode
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Figure 6: Query Mode
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Figure 7: Benchmark Mode
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// relational row data 
// or XML document file name
struct SourceData{

int size;
int *data;
string XMLDataFile;
string XMLSchemaFile;

}
// query is either:
// relational range query:low<x<high 
// or XPath expression
struct QueryData
 {

int low;
int high;
string pathExpression;

 }
// workload is a set of queries 
struct WorkloadData
 {

int size;
QueryData *queries;

}

 / / build synopsis
SYNOPSIS_API int Build( int synopisSize,

SourceData sourceData,
WorkloadData workloadData); 

 / / update synopsis
SYNOPSIS_API int Update(UpdateData updateData,

WorkloadData workloadData);

//Query synopsis
SYNOPSIS_API QueryResult Query(

QueryData queryData);

// relational row data 
// or XML document file name
struct SourceData{

int size;
int *data;
string XMLDataFile;
string XMLSchemaFile;

}
// query is either:
// relational range query:low<x<high 
// or XPath expression
struct QueryData
 {

int low;
int high;
string pathExpression;

 }
// workload is a set of queries 
struct WorkloadData
 {

int size;
QueryData *queries;

}

 / / build synopsis
SYNOPSIS_API int Build( int synopisSize,

SourceData sourceData,
WorkloadData workloadData); 

 / / update synopsis
SYNOPSIS_API int Update(UpdateData updateData,

WorkloadData workloadData);

//Query synopsis
SYNOPSIS_API QueryResult Query(

QueryData queryData);

Figure 8: Remote Synopsis Interface

Figure 9: Remote Host
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